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Title Proposed : 
WEB-BASED COUNSELING SYSTEM 
Deficiencies in 011r education al .\]'Ste111s 
Currently, there is lu .k of proper .onnscliug services 111 the educational 
institutions in the country. There arc thousands ::ir scho ls, polytechnics, colleges and 
universities in the country. T lowcvcr. together they employ very few qualified, 
competent, and pr fcssional coun: clors. Some institutions have no counselors at all while 
others may have at most one or two counselors to service hundreds if not thousand of 
students. Very often, these couns .lors arc actually teachers but they double up as 
counselors 
The rcas n r I this Lale or affairs is because the owners or sponsors of these 
institutions (such as lhe go cmmcnt) cannot afford to employ so many professional 
counselors as the services r these counselors are often expensive. There is a lack of 
professional counselors to meet the needs of all the institutions in the country. Some of 
them may nol even want to work in institutions of learning. Thus the students are not 
given professional counseling services. And this several implications: 
• Lack of' counseling services often in "square pegs in round holes" ;1 
mismatch between individual interests of' students <rnd their fields of study. 
This results i11 students branching lo ficldx of' studies ll1;1t they ;11\' not 
naturally gifted or interested And ii. the xtudcnts arc not 11ilkd or 
interested, they will not excel in their fields of' studies. 'lluu is, they will 
not properly developed, their contributiun to the 11;1ti()11 <t11d so ·icty will 
not be optimal and this will result in the 11;1ti( 11 becoming poorer. 
• Lack or counseling services often lead 10 socinl problems xu ·h :ts l;H:L o l 
motivation <111d poor pc: formancc, depression, 1 0< r intcrpcrsona: 
relationships, luck of' career guidance, dru~ abuse. violence, sexual ~ti use 
and vandalism Not 011ly the students suffer, but also the parents, teachers, 
communities and the 11<1lio11 <ts a whole. Thi: is .crrninly t111 I 'sir;thk. ThL 
social cost is extremely hi 1lt i 1· 11icsc prohlc111s urc nnt minimiz ·d. 
• Cost ol' hiri11 j profi.:ssin1 t1l · H111selors is very expensive. 
• l~ven ii' ;111 i11slitu!ions e<111 dilmd to crnpl ))' proll:ssionnl ounscll rs 
(which is :tln1ost i111poss1blc). 1 Pt 1ill st lid ·11ts \\ill 111:1kt: use ()f' their 
services. J>crs\Hllll cou11scli11' cc111 he th1\;:l!c11ing l't r somi..: stu lcnts. l l1l'' 
' ould r:1tlH:r Ir 'il.:r lo he ·m111:clcd co1illtknti;illy or ;11H 11) mt ush. The:-. 
do11't wu111 ulltcrs tu k11 iw <1houl !heir problems 
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Abstract 
As we know that Lile ndvauccmcn! nl' illforrn:1tit1n t -chnolouv and ;..... .. ! 
increasing numbers ofusers 1eUi11n connc 'kd to the lntcruct. different promotional 
methods arc employed 011 the World Wide Web (www). Provi ting sufficient information, 
so as Lo entice Lo user Lo visi: the 1 ropcrty. Effects of the technological developments in 
the counseling scope and the fruits of applied technology with the main factor of 
economic force. 
Profit motives that are always behind the scenes regulating the flows and rates 
or implementation has shape the relative popularity and growth patterns of competing, 
usually interdependent and pr duel· 
Therefore value added services such as providing the onlinc counseling 
services for students or users will be beneficial lo the institutes, colleges, varsities mid 
schools. This project will be focused on developing a web based counseli112, sys! .m lh;1t 
will be deployed within tile website of' institutes or educational, 01· 1<1nil'.;1lio11s in Iii, 
Internet as lo provide the service an value added service feature and the capahilir in :111 
onlinc schools, varsities, colleges systems that has not been developed such ;1 feature hut 
s!ill practicing the conventional way. The main consideration in this project is 
implementing the easy WiJY ( f COL1nScJi11g whi .h 'OU Id C\ISC Of' LlSC, CC S( IJ1111illlii'.ill'._' il11d it 
would be personal and 111,111;1gcabi Ii ty. 
Chapterl Introduction 
INTRODUCTION 
Project Overview 
Globally, counseling is ;1 common term nnd important service for people, 
basically Lo improve <111d <tssist people tn overcome their tifficulties. Counseling, 
basically the object i vcs IS lo Ii nd .ourncc :1Ild .on fi Jenee in facing their problems and 
guide them Lo wards sci l'-rcl iancc. 
Counseling has many different scopes, which is divided into 6 main approaches: - 
I. Purson-ccntcrcd 
/\ way or working in counseling that put the client at the center of the activity, 
and has the bcl icf that the cl icnt knows best how to solve their problems. 
2. Eclectic 
/\ny counseling theory or practice that uses and combines beliefs, findings and 
techniques selected from a wide range or theoretical systems. 
3. Psychodynamic 
;\general term for approaches lo counseling heavily influenced by the work or 
Sigmund Freud. 
4. Trausactiunal Analysis 
Therapeutic work with individuals and their rclutionxhips origiuutin 1 in the work 
or Eric Berne. 
S. Gestalt 
/vhumanistic psychotherapy upprouch based 011 liie work of' Fritz P1.:rls 
6. Psychotherapy 
Psychothcra] y 111c<.111s working 011 problems using J sychological mcth. ds. 
Depending 011 Lile qucsti. n. tile uppro.ich used 111<1 he through c iunscling. 
Jis1e11i111, relaxation. drc.un-work, f'1111t<1sy wurk , story iclliu]; ;111d 111;111) < rhcr 
techniques, all with the <Ii111 of 11ss1sli11 1 yuur deeper sell' to help )Oll tc achicx c 
beneficial cl1;111~e. 
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Thus, counseling thru out the scope has m:lll)' ii ttcrcut -ntcnn. s .rvices. 
dimension, theories and guidelines. 
As we know there arc many or~i:t11i:;,;11i1)11:-;. schuols. xlucutional centers and 
higher learning institutes offers various counsclinp help, ln nc -ordancc to the objectives 
these organizations .irc ;ilso involve i11 m:rny 1m1p,nm1:-:: to develop a very good 
relationship Lo solve and help those who needs help. 
Definition 
;\ Web based ounscl ing is web-based informative application. It provides very 
useful information on counsel.nu aspects for the users especially youths. This will be 
guidance to the youths to know what me the proper guidelines and supportive assistance 
they could find in solving their problems 
The user can retrieve the information on their issues, provided assistance, 
answers, required information and common questions related accordingly to the issues, 
guidance or the professional counselors and a lot more. User can get the information 
directly by clicking the appropriate icons. Users can also demand for any additional 
information through e-mail and voice their views through feedback posting .. Forum 
section will be provided where users can interact with the counselors to discuss further 
about their problems 
The 111ni11 objective of' the site is to Iced the requirement and solve th, issues on 
the site itscll'without further links and help from the other channel as sl.<llcd .ibov '. 
This will he more useful and effective to Ilic users i11 order In minimi« · their 
time, cost and others, which could be easily, handle without much proccdur ·s ;111d \\ork 
limit. 
Project: Motivation 
Undoubtedly Internet has emerged as an clfcctiv · co11111n111ie<1lit 11 channel in the 
late 20 century With the introduction of browser such ;1s Mosaic and Neis .npc. which 
features graphic<ii user interfaces, the www l1;1s become readily ac .cssiblc] 
Or ianizution, universities mid schools rushed lo become wired in order to provide 
information lo of Internet us;1 ic m11011g users. 
This project l1ClS been SU 1gcslcd lo study <111d develop :1 w1:13 l)/\Sl~I) 
COUNSl~LI ,INCi INl.'C)JUVl/\TION SYSTl·:fvJS. 111 order to ;1ssisi the tnruct users 
esp· ·i·illy tile youths I( tackle <lllll overcome their 1 roblcrns, hnscd 011 th' diffc1·cnt 
lntroductJ011 
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criteria of the issues. These criteria, for example, can be p.ircutnl .nsis. academic 
achievement, social problems and others. 
Based on the preliminary research, current \\\.'h b:iscd 't unscling in global docs 
not have suitable solutions to help or ;1ssis1 youths !ti reconstruct ;md develop till the 
maximum of' their capital. 
This projc .t is rle/lnite/11.fi' 1sih/ejhr i1111 lenient ttion with thefollowing reasons: 
Internet has become n cheap mean of publicity and disseminating information. 
Nowadays, we can gel access cost as well as low h: rdware cost. Therefore, it is wise to 
develop a web based counsel in~ information system for youths. 
lnformation can be acquired through and solutions in different prospect could be 
solved immediately. 
Objective 
The main objective of WEB BASED COUNSELLING SYSTEMS by 
maximizing human capital is l l provide effective solution and information (hat is 
developed based on the needs or youths. Providing feedback and services for the youths 
will ensure this. This project also <1i111s to develop a fulfilled information <11 d requirement 
containing <ill required solutions for the problems. This web-based application xhoult! be 
effective in presenting information to the users 13y this project youth should be able to 
find accurate <Ille! positive outcome or their problems. 
Expected Outcome 
/\web-based counseling used Lo provide variety inform.uion on problems solvin~. 
Users can also Jive suggcsti: 11 ;ind request for additional information ol' th .ir .hoicc 
They can send their comments regarding to this system. The s stern will ensure the 
interactive among the users lo 111oi111c1111 and ever 1rnwi11g counsclinu system. 
Task 
This prn.i ··tis basically divided into two different scopes which is constructed h> 
two p .rson, wh '1\: U1CJ.:li11 ~ the root.· of" the problems, des: 111i11g. implcmcuting. trading 
lntroducti: n 
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the path of the problems and solving to rnnumizc the youth capubility in facing the 
outcome. This is dual person project. 
Project Team 
Project Su pcrvisor 
Dr. P. Scllappan 
Associate Professor 
University of Malaya 
Programmers 
Avinash Prathap WEK98256 
• Tackling (physiology), designing, constructing. 
• Web-site development 
• Debugging 
Kiruban Poovan WEK98273 
• Interface, constructing, implementing, Integration 
• Back-hand development 
Basically combination of' the workload is the conclusion in implementing the project. 
4 Introduction 
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Literature Review 
Overview 
In the process of' developing ;1 web-based counseling system, researches have 
been done Lo understand the non-computerized an i computerized system. Studies in this 
project also involves the field ofmultimedia dcvcl pment, its evolution as well as various 
new concepts, which locus on the implementation of new application. 
Basically the systems that we arc working out conclude a very big scope, which 
we arc only concentrating on counseling youth's directly different compare to the 
existing systems. Basically lo create the I roper solutions the first step taken to understand 
youths problems mainly understanding the physycology and extra human capabilities. 
The Definition 
Research had been done globally to gel some information and ideas Lo construct 
the systems. According lo Professor Gill Jackman from United Kingdom who runs ;1 
centre for counseling, it is a big Lask lo develop a systems that could tackle the youths 
problems practicaily without proper understandings, feelings, positive Ircalm ·11t .md 
many otl icrs. 
In order to the statement, below is his written feedback ahout the systems: 
Per/taps the short a11s111er is: 
"Thul therapy or counseling is usually about pm/J/e111s thut fJC'O/ilc lutvc in 
l'e/(l/i11g 10 other people Therefore 1/1e real work O/' !1eo/i11,u, ((///l(f/ prohlen! alsc: comes 
about 1/m)l!p,h refuting directly lo pcop!«. /11 1111·s cus«, the thontpis]. !/you (tss11111e rhuf 
'the 1;1·oh/e1111 is the equivulcn! 1?/ .1·0111(' 111errrnmlJ/e sc1e11lijic equutian r/1,111 f)l'rl1(tj!s if 
could he 'solved' Im/fol' 111e, people are not problem: lo he solve:'. ! lowcver. esplurotion 
cuu! the raising 0{ U\11(1/"(!11(!.\'.\' about 111/10 \!'(' ctrc II.I' iJl(/i1•/(/11u/.1· ruu! even liov; \1'(' t'cl al c 
could. l'ole11tiol(y he opened 111; 11si11,f!, the 111e!l10ds .11011 describe. Tins 11•011/d 110! 
necessarilv is {I .(!,OOcf fflill,f!, OS, 111/f('.I'.\' thcr« is (I pmf('SSi011Uf to talk to \1'/I() 11·i// provide 
tlu: 11e 'cssurv cc11i11,f!, 11eeded, clic11/s 11si11/.!. solely s<dt\1•ure, us clie111s 11si11,I!, sel( lil!11 
hooks, con eusily ,f!,el /1(}/d ('./ 1/1e 11·rn11,1.; el/(/ r!l fin' stick (Ill(/ dig rlie111.ffh·c.1· <Ill l'\'<'11 
dee1;er /l(}/e in 1/1e1r 1/1i11ki11p,. '!'!l<!rn/1.11 is u/w11f ('11rn11mp,i11,1~ JJc>o1J/e lo jl'l'I, n11d rh 1f needs 
so111eo11e 11•/111 cures I/!(/ l/l/(/('J'.1'/u11ds fr hl' nro1111d ,\'u111co11e 11·/w 11•01 SOIL'!y u cop,11iri1·c• 
/ll(.!l(ffJi.11 11·u11/d 11rnhol (11/l/1(/ ii//!(' 111n.11 11se/i1!. ( 'o,l!,11iti1•e them; y is 011 r111u(\1Si.1 n(ho11· 
n c/it'11f is 1!1inlu'11. 1, 1111 icle11t{f.i·l11,l: 1!/ f/l(tf 0111! r1 nploci11,'.!, \t'if/1 nwrc /}()Sifil·e or 
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constructive way, depending on person's aims. ft probablv holds 11 · g · -otcst parallels 
with computer programming, particularly so111et/ii11y; · lllt·d 11 'uro linguistic 
programming However, we are more than just 011r 1'1011,<J,lits s i 11 less there 11·us also ct 
real, trustworthy and professional relationship orn1111 I, I' I 'clt si.ivr thi: tu be quite 
limit ed in ifs Long-Lenn effect. " 
Comparison 
The system is dcvclopcd v ith Cull specs and requirement where users could totally 
rely with one slop solution based which is differs lrom the others where the other website 
Oilers services like: 
(,, On\ inc counsel in 1 
(,, Fixing an appointment with coun clors 
(,, Definition and understanding of counseling. 
The systems requirement .is hi-tcchly done with all the psychology and therapy 
concepts, which is the real medicine for the systems to work. 
Chapter· 2 
INTRODUCTION TO INTERN ET 
Definition o]' lnternel 
lutcrncl is n network nl' nrgnniz:1tinnnl internal computer 
networks. Organizational internal -0111pullT llL'l\\1)rks .nn he n hospital computer system, 
corporate computer system and others. Each pnnicipative computer network such as 
personal computer and I ,J\N, W J\N is culled a node A node may include several other 
networks. Computer system or network (node) is connected to Internet by TCP/IP. 
TCP/IP is cl communication pro lo .ol. 
History of Internet 
The internet was initiated in 1969 as a project of the U.S 
Department or Defence, to test the feasibility of a wide area computer network over 
which researchers, educators, military personnel and government agencies could share 
data, exchange messages and transfer fi Jes. Today internet is used over 30 countries by 
governments, universities and private individuals and organizations. '0111111on internet 
scrv 1 ccs <1 re: 
~' Information retrieval services (Hp & Gopher) 
,, lnfornuuion search services (Archie, Veronica) 
\, Communication services (l i-rnail, Telnet) 
~' Multimedia information services (World Wide Weh) 
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Open Systems Interconnection 
OSJ is a seven-layer model \)!' pt\)!\),)\~ ll_,r computer - to - 
computer communication. Initially presented i11 I< n this l•1Y 'red approach was an 
attempt provides intcrprctability ;111H)l1L1 .ompurcrs. lhc benefits arc: 
~'1 NcLwork software ;1ml hardware engineers 'rin allocate tasks among network 
resources more casil 11nd effectively 
,r,, Network managers can assign responsibility within their departments more 
effectively. 
,\, Seven layers of OSI arc, Physical, Data, Network, Transport, Session, 
Presentation and Application. 
TCP/IP 
The TCP/IP protocols were introduced in 1974 during the 
development of' the predecessor or the Internet, /\RP/\NET (Advanced Research Projects 
Agency Network). The developers were Vint 'err and Bob Kahn (Cerf joined MCI in 
1()82). /\l(J>/\Nl:T W(IS constructed so researchers could share informauon with 
university, military and defense contractors lo study how communicationx '01tld he 
maintained durin 1 disasters. Four layers of' TCP/IP <He application, hosi-to-hosr. intcrnc: 
and network access. 
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World Wide Web (WWW) 
The World Wide Web is :1 client-server t .chuo logy that u'CS 
the Internet (and the TCP/JP network protocol] :is :1 conuunuicntion tool to easily and 
inexpensively disscminatcx cus!on1iz11hl' d1Klll11L'l1!S and other information on a 
worldwide basis. 
The Internet (or the National Information I ligl1\\':1y) is n mechanism to transport message 
pack els between users. In ! he same way that busscs, 'ms. and trucks travel the Interstate 
Highway System, the World Wide Web describes a specific type of vehicle that 
transports message packets on the information highway. 
HTTP 
Hypertext Transport Protocol (HTTP) is used to transfer 
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) documents across the Internet. These protocols 
were based on a proposal by Ti 111 Berners-Lee at CERN (The European Particle Physics 
Laboratory) in 1989. J ITf P provided a means of transparently moving from document to 
document and indexing within a document. 
I ITTP is an appl ication-lcvcl pro loco I Lh<1L enabled wh:1! is 
commonly referred to as the World Wide Web. 1 ITTP is ~1 generic, stateless, :ind objcc: 
oriented service that can be used Lo transfer data independently of the sys! .m. 
I JTTP is also used for communication bet vcen user a 1 'n!s and 
various gateways, allowing hy] crrncdia access to existing internet protocols and designed 
to allow such gateways, via proxy servers, without any loss or the data conveyed by those 
earlier protocols. 
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Steps to build a web page 
There are four main processes lo build a web page. These :1rc 
•:• Creating Image 
There arc a lot or software th;il ·:111 :issist 11.'> i11 this irn:1L~t' creating. such as CorelDraw, 
Adobe Photoshop and other software lh:11 is based n1111SL'r Iricndlv and easy to use. 
•:• Create a layout for web base 
This would be a child play with the help of Microsoft Front page 98, Adobe Pagemill, 
Netscape Composer and other software's. 
•:• U plead web base 
This process will be easy by using software like Jgaa's War FTP Daemon, Winsoek FTP, 
Win FTP, Cat Sort's Scrv-U . 
•:• Gelling an URL and connection for search engine 
This is the last process We can connect to some popular search engine like yahoo, 
AltaVist<1 and other search engines. This wil I enable the user come across our system 
when they arc looking for any medical system. 
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What is a good web page 
•:• Quality of information 
•:• Quality of Image, colors, graphics, 
•:• Quality ofuser friendliness 
COMPUTl:,R BASED INFOUM1t TIOJ\I Sl1STl!..!H 
1\ corn] utcr-bascd information system (CBIS) is composed of 
hardware, software databases t clcccmmunications. people and procedures that are 
configured Lo collect, manipulate, store and process data into information [Ralph, 1996]. 
Management lnfortnation systems 
One branch of CBIS is Management Information System. The 
primary purpose or· an MIS is Lo help an organization achieve its goals by providing 
managers with insight into the regular pcrations of the organization so that they can 
control, organize and plan more effectively and efficiently. Ir· short an MIS provides 
managers with information used Lo provide feedback to various business operations. ln 
doing so ~111 MIS supports the value -addcd process ofan organization 
/\ marufacturins MIS Ior example can help mana icrs 111011it()r :1 
manufacturing a process that adds value raw matcria!s by assembling 1hc111 into linishcd 
products. The MIS accomplishes for the most part this through various summary reports 
output. These summary reports can be obtained by filtering and <111;1ly1.i11' the highly 
detailed data contained in transaction processing dutubasc and prcscntin 1 the result to 
manuucrs in a meaningful way. These reports support 11w1w icrs by providin 1 them with 
data and information for decision making in a f'orn1 und L1shio11 th ·y c;111 n.::1dily us, 
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The primary difference between the reports gl'H -ratc buy the 
transaction processing system or TPS and those gc11\.'Lltcd hy 1!11.' l\ llS i~ lhut MIS reports 
support managerial decision making al hiuhcr lcv 'ls nl' 111:111:1Q 'l11L'nL where the decisions 
themselves tend to be less structured n1HI ks;-; routine. \\'liik' n !'PS most often supports 
organizational efficiency, ;111 MIS supports managerial effectiveness. 
One important role of the l\tllS is to improve effectiveness by providing 
the right information to the right I crson in the right fashion at the right time. 
DATABASE 
Traditional approach to data management produced many 
problems Iii c data integrity, data redundancy, and multi-user access and so there was a 
desire to develop a more efficient and cffecti vc means of organizing data. The result was 
the database approach to data management. A database approach is one in which a pool 
or related data is .harcd by multiple application programs. Rather than having separate 
data files, each applications use a collection of' data files that arc either joined or related 
together in the database 
The database approach can offer signi Iican: ~1dv:111L1..;cs over 
the traditional file-based appr iach For one by con!rolli11g cl;1L:1 rcdundan ·y, the darah.isc 
approach can use storage space more efficiently and increase data 1111e 1ri1y I R;1lph, I t)<)(i J. 
The database approach can also provide i..111 organization with increased flexibility in 1hL· 
use of data. l3ecausc data once kept in two files is now localed in the s<1111e database, il is 
easier lo locale and request data lo he processed i11 ll number of' ways. ;\ d.uaba:«; also 
offers the ability lo share data and informatic n resources. This c;111 he <t ·1·itic;1] 1:1ctor i11 
coordinatinu organization -widc responses across diverse functional areas of ;1 
corpora: ion, 
Chapter 2 
In order lo use tile ctlL1b:1sc :1ppn):11.'!1 it) bta management, 
additional software database manaucmcnt system (!)nl\ l~) is required. DBfvlS consists 
or a group or programs tlwt c;111 be used us .m interface between n tatabasc and the user 
or the database and applicutio» prngr;1111s 'l\pic:1lly, this software acts as a buffer 
between the application programs and till' i:ttnb:1sc itself 
The most important condition for high quality information 
system is Relational Database. Relational database uses data stored in tables, which 
simplifies the data maintenance and simple query language to request information. 
Relational databases arc easily portable to other hardware platforms. Benefits using 
relational database: 
<,) Easy set up 
~,, Simple maintenance 
-i'v Easy definition or relations 
~,, Structured query language 
~,, Speed 
.f, Flexibility and portal ility 
.:;, Support great number of' hardware platform 
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CL/t.JVT-SERVER COMPUTING 
Client-Server co111p11!ing 1:-1 (1llc uf the most dominant 
paradigms or IT and hi!S developed ilS the computer industry moved from a 
central izcd shared logic-based systems to ;) llL't\\'mk 1!' \\' »rkstations and servers. 
.licnt-Scrvcr involves providing an ;11 plication architecture that enables a 
computerized process lo be broken up into !W( or more less complex tasks with a 
communication mechanism for these sub-processes to co-operate. The key notion of 
breaking up the problem is to provide designated layers of functionality that can be 
written and deployed across multiple machines in an optimized manner. 
The development of separate layers needs careful design and 
an accurate definition or the distinct boundaries to ensure that logic within the 
different layers is not intertwined. Encapsulating the logic in this fashion ensures 
tha t Jutu re changes can be i 111 p I cmen led with m inirnal impact on the other layers and 
enables both reusability and reliability. 
Client-Server is regarded as an enabling tcchnolo iy that can 
implement systems across <in organization in a modular and flcx ib!c manner, It 
allows (or the distribution or applications away from single m.rchin 's loc:ikd in 
isolated departments to an implementation across Ilic enterprise. The inv .stmcnt tn 
c I icn t-scrvcr systems had been acccl crated by the ra pi d ad van 'CS in ha rd wn re 
technology, the appearance or powerful client-server dcvclo: men: tools and the 
decrease in prices or implementing these smaller hut foster plnt forms. 
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In usual client-server 11HKkl. 011c scrv .r is :1cti\ .ucd and awaits 
clients request Typically multiple client progr:1111s shurc th, scrvi .cs or a common 
server progra111. Both client pro irams and server prt',~tT1rns me often part or a larger 
program or appl ication. 
Two-Tier Architecture 
The l'irsl generation of client-server systems is an evolution for 
the file sharing applications. With these applications, the central file server is replaced 
with a specialized relational database management systems (RDBMS). Such databases 
can offer high transaction rates al a fraction or the cost associated with mainframes. 
When the client (a workstation application typically using a GUI) needs to act upon data, 
it makes request via a network Lo the database server - the database then processes the 
request and returns just the data appropriate the client's needs. 
When compared to the file sharing applications (which 
returned the complete file), this client-server architecture dramatically reduces network 
traffic. ln addition. today's databases provide many features that enable the dcvclopm 'nl 
of sophisticated multi-user applications. Because the processing is spli; between listi11 ·t 
layers- the workstation and the database server such architectures me referred to :is 
being two-tier client-server. 
Chapter 2 
Three-Tier Architecture 
In the three-tier archit .crurc. :111 :1dditiPml middle tier was 
added between the user system inrcrfncc client cnviromu .nt and the database 
management server environment. The cl icn: communicates with the middle tier, using 
standard communications pro to ·ols such as TCP/IP. Fhc middle tier provides basic 
message switching and contains th' business rules of the application, It is responsible 
for:- 
./ Action upon client requests. n1 plying l usiness logic and invoking database 
req ucsts . 
../ 1 landling the database responses, applying for further business logic and 
generating a client-response 
The three-tier client-server architecture has been shown to 
improve performance for groups with a large number of users (in the thousands) and 
improves flexibility when compared to the two-tier approach. Flexibility in 1~at"Lilioning 
can be as simple as "dragging and dropping" application code modules onto different 
computers in some three-lier archirccturc.A limitation with three-tier architectures is tl1;1t 
the development environment is reportedly n ore difficult to use tli<it th' visually 
orientated development or two-tier applications. Recently .muinframcs hnv · found :1 ncxv 
use as servers in three-tier architectures. 
Chapter 2 
Multi-Tier Architecture 
J\ further cxtcnsioux to !lirl'l'-!il'r S\)\uti\)11S is the multi-tier or 
as it is sometimes called, u-tier. These solutions :11'l' the nmst l .x iblc and scalable and 
build on all the advantages of (he three-tier architecture. lu ~1 multi-tier client-server 
solution, the business logic is partitioned :ind distribu.cd over several machines. As 
requirements change during <1 syslcrns lifetime, this partitioning and deployment can be 
reviewed and amended with minimal irnpa ·1. Furthermore. additional tiers are included 
tiers are included to support multiple databases and other services such as message 
switches, legacy systems, data warehouses, communication channels and so on. By 
enabling the distribution or the workload over many CPU's (using either symmetric 
multiprocessing or massively parallel clustered technology), it is obvious how scalability 
- with the aim of' 'no limits' - can be achieved. Sometimes the distribution of the logic 
over separate geographical regions can be considered to achieve optimum performance. 
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System Analysis I Methodology 
The objective of this chapter is lo discuss :1bn11( tl11~ lllL'thndnll)~ics, le .hniqucs and tool 
that we have adopted to develop this web-bused ·m111scli11g sysrcm. lhis chapter will be divided 
into four major sub topics, which include 
3.1 System Methodology 
3.2 Information (llltherin~ Techniques 
3.3 Requirements Analysis 
3.3. I F1111ctio110! J?eq11ire111e11/s 
3. J 2 Non F1111cf1o110/ Requirements 
3.4 System Requirements 
J J 3 Software requirements 
J.3.4 I lardwarc requirements 
System Methodology 
/\ methodology may be defined as a collection or procedures, tcchniqu ·s, tnols :rnd 
documentation aids. The procedures, techniques, tools and documentation aids h 'Ip the sollwnrc 
developer to speed up and simplify the software development process. 
A methodology is a way or doing things. The main objectives of' :1 methodology includes 
the following: 
• Record accurately the requirements 
• Provide <I systematic method of development so tl1'1t progress c:m he monitored 
• Provide ;111 appropriate time li1 1it and <111 acceptable l ud >C( 
• Produce a system that is well documented and easy to maintain 
• Provide an indication of needed .han 'CS clS early as possible in th' development 
process 
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In order to select an appropriate methodology, a system developer must first know the 
requirements of the system. After a study that wc have conducted. we have chose Structured 
Systems Analysis and Design Methodology to be the base l(H· our \\ 'h-li:lSl'd counseling system. 
Structured Systems Analy .is and DcsiW,11 l\tktill)dl)l()~.!.Y is :1 svstc.uatic approach that 
analysts Lake Lo analysis and design the information systems, l\\uch \)!'this embodied in what is 
called the systems development Ii fc cycle or Sl)l ,C. 
Although this sysrcnuuic nppro.: ·h sub pl1:1scs is l.mdnblc. \\'C generally divided the cycle 
into seven major phases, as shown in 1:igmc 1.0. 
! ur,111"1 ·J111d 
111.1!nt11l11l11q d1t1 
llyt1111111 
ldo111llyl11c1 1nnldn11i:1, 
11p11111l1111lllu:j, (111d 
olij1:Lllvn:> 
--l-·~ -~ 
~ A11,1ly1ln1J t--ystu111 
HCCtlS 
l)11111111il1.lq 
lr1l111111t1lio11 
rn q 1drn11\1111 l"I 
lr),,,,;,,.,;.,,,,,,,, ~ 11)C•11n111undqd t.v-nu o r 
IJ11v11l•111l11•1 111111 
d!ll 111111Jlll111•1 
tinllW.\1•1 
l111pl•1n1n11li1111 1'lnil 
nv.1l11.11lnq 11!1J 
uy1.1n11• 
Information Gathering Techniques 
Information gathcrin i techniques or data collccti in include interviews. obscrvntions. 
documentation review, questionnaires, and rcscar .h. It is 1 0! u mandatory to use <ill these 
techniques i11 order to obtain <l very good dutu. We hnvc to choose appropnutc techniques 
according to the system we .rrc elev ·lopi11' because ccr(;1111 techniques such ;1s interviews 1111.1) be 
prcj ud ice. 
111 order lo develop tile prototype ofwcb-l used cou11scli11g, we have decided to use research 
<111 ! i11( .rvicws uppro.ich lo u11d 'rst;111d i11 dcplli about our system that upon to be develop Why· \\e 
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chose research and interviews because: Counseling is an area that so wide t1.J l L' understood 
because it involves understanding of a complicated creature that is humnu king. Everything in this 
world becoming electronic. Everything prefixes 'e', This 111:1kcs pc,)1)k dciunud Ior more, better 
and faster service. So, integrating computer technology i11t,) c,)lli\Sclillg is \'1.'r:' .hullcnging job. 
We have to idcnti fy how computer e;111 help to be the snluti )l\ or supplement for problem 
solving for everyday humans I roblcins. I low research :rnd interviews .an be very helpful in 
designing this c-counscling or web-based counseling Research is a core/it! .1· torch or inquiry into 
sub/eel lo discoverfacts hy sl11dy or ini>esli,t!,nlinn. Objective of our research me: 
• Whether multimedia .onccpts such ns graphi s. animation, colors or combination of 
colors can be implemented to identify a person's mentality 
• I low Artificial Intelligence concept such as creating a domain for a particular 
person and maintain the domain to identify the person mentality growth can be 
i 111p1 crncn led 
• Will human rinds a peace and privacy while they are communicating with e- 
counscling 
• Whether a web-based counseling rs an effective way for human to solve their 
problems 
Interviews are a meeting with persons, which has expertise in a particular domain of 
subject with a motive of understanding, mid exploring the latter's expertise. We have and goin~ to 
interview experts in counseling field such as: 
• i>ro!' Dr. R. Kadccr lbrahccm ( /v/kfsc, IJ. 'lech., 0./31/, I J).C., n.N.O.. .r.». 
P.)y, Ph!)) 
J1 professional Mind Science ( 'onsultan!., Psychologist, Nutritionist uut! otu: 
rd' the leadins; speokers in Psychological Science /11 Mal avs;«. fie holds !1011n1·s 
degrees in Mind Engineering as well as in J).\yc/wlopy. lie luis 11ttt•11t!cd 111n11.1· 
seminars locally one/ overseas in the [ielc! r</ l1syc/ll)lopy Wl(I Pare: J>.1·1·(·holo,f.!,y. 
I le is the firs/ person to introduce '/'ele;)(ltl1y tluou, 1h S;;iri/11011l 11m 017!1 ( 'nlmn 
'/'he mpliy in /11/o I oys i o 
• Mr. Sivusubr<.1111aniam (/\'!osier !11 JJ11si11ess /ldmi11istmtio11) 
;I co11.rnltw1t 111it/1 expe!'(ise i11 /)//siness 017(1 h11111r111 physiolo, 'Y· I le has 
pmve11 trnckreconlJ(;rc/e\!elopi11g ('1/('/ll·;Sl)N 13111 F(}ln "(}"cu; ilul to 
RM 1,000,000 COJJitol tl'()J'/11 co11111u11.v (°JI('/!!~· is tin' fJioneer co111;Ht11\1 i11 
.wdfil'orc rle1•elo1)111('/I/ .111ecinli;i11,I.!, i11 '/(1111il lt111,f.!,llO/•!,i' l\'Jh' .\'('!fi11,f.!, nnrl thc'ir 
evc1p,rce111m)(l11cf culled "1\ !IJl<1/S(} ., 11·hich is well f)o;n1!t11· ull w 01md rlw 
11'0/'lrl. //(' l1is JJ11r.111i11, 1 l1is JJf f !) 11111/rtijiciul Intel Ii, 1e11ce in /Jusincss I ecisio11 
!1 luki11,e,. 
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• G. SuryaMoorthi 
An expert in mind mapping f ecliuiquvs 
Using both ofthese techniques, we slro11gly believed thnr wc woul i reach to certain 
understanding or how computer and counseling will work in:1ctlwr \l) serve the human in a very 
effective and friendly way. 
Requirements Analysis 
A requirement is a lea lure or the system or a description of something the system must to 
do in order t.o achieve the objectives or the system. Basically system requirements fall into 
two major categories: 
• Functional Requirements 
• Non functional requirements 
Functional Requirements 
Functional requirements arc those requirements that arc directly needed by the system. For 
web-based counseling, the ultimate aim of' this system is Lo bring the user lo certain st~1:,:c where 
the user fully understand the root of their problems and able Lo make a decision hy their owr. sell'. 
The functional requirements for web-based counseling arc as listed below: 
• To provide a screen or a layout which gives the user a piece ofmind. 
o This is very important because, even thou ih IH)\\I _:(H)tl the 
technology it is, all 1s depend 011 how the le ·lrnolo~y i: 
"directed" 
• To provide total guides to user to go throuuh ~' s .vcr.il (JLIL'Stion ;111d 
<lllSWCI' scssiot: 
• To provided wizard where the LISCI' can obtain a ulobal view ( f his/her 
problem 
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Non Functional Requirements 
Non-functional requirements are those requirements th.u arc 11,1\ directly needed by the 
business but are nevertheless important. l .ook inc into this, there is Y:1st number of non-functional 
requirements for web-based counsel in 1. The non-functional r' 1uircmcnts for web-based 
counseling arc as listed below: 
• /\ good security measure to 1Yl:1i111<1in the privacy of each user's 
par: icularx 
• /\ constant update or new physiology methodology to our system 
• The web page shoulcl be accessible round the clock all the time 
System Requirements 
System requirements can be divided Lo two major requirements, that are hardware 
requirements and software requirements Lo build this web-based counseling system. The hardware 
requirements arc: 
• Windows NT web server and sufficient web server space must be made 
available for the project and ongoing maintenance of the system. 
The software requirements arc: 
• The nature of' the project requires using several software to d 'V 'lop the 
web-based Application. /\ research has been made to evaluate the types 
of database and p10gra111ming language LO he used, and WC i()l!nd t\1;1( 
Microsoft Access Database 2000 Jct l~ngine, Microsof Active Server 
Pages, Microsoft lntcrnct information Server, Microsoft 1:ro11tP;1~c 
2000, Microsoft Visual Basic G.O and Adobe l'holoshop arc required to 
build the web-based Application rapidly. In addition to that, th' web- 
based Application requires the l)at<1basc Lo be hosted on the Wch Scn'L:L 
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System Design 
The objective of this chapter is to dis '\\SS about till' system i '~ign or this web- 
based counseling system. This chaptc: will be divided int\l: 
4.1 System /\rchit 'Clure 
4.2 Database Design 
4.3 Interlace Design 
4.4 Design Method 
4.5 Program Design 
System Architecture 
Basically, this web-based counseling system will be divided into two major 
phases which is web-based application which will extract and study the characteristic of' 
the user and will pass this result to the backend system which will be Visual Basic 
application to do a extensive analysis or the users problem. The result lrom the analysis 
will transferred to the web-based application lor the user display lklow is 1r~1phicnl 
representation or above explanation. 
M1crQ&/I. 
session <ind 
problem 
carcgorization, the 
result will be 
transfer to 
backcnd 
User •·----• 
Web-based 
application 
/I.II.er an extensive nnalysis, tile 
problem iluu thc user· 1';1ci11g will be 
displu i11 :1 gll)b;il view, where 1'10 
llSCJ' cun till their own ,iUdg111c11t. Tile 
system ulxo will s11 •gcst 
rccouuucndcd solut ions 
• 
Backcud Analysis 
Done By Visual 
Basic Application 
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Database Design 
This involves identifying the business entities, their attributes and their 
relationships. Other business rules ( valid.uiru. mks, trisscrs) cm also be added. Below 
is description ofthe database dcsiun ror web-based counseling system. 
I. User Table 
r This table will hold all the information about the user, including 
the most. intimate information about the user. 
2. ldcnii ficd l'roblcm Table 
r This table is for hold all the possible problems. This table will 
extract the problem that a user facing from the "User Table", and 
categorize all the user base on the problem that they are facing. 
3. Transaction Table 
r This table will hold all the data about the user checking in and out 
of' this web-based counseling system 
4. Problem Solution Table 
r This table will hold <111 the problem with the solution. This cl:lt:1 
will be organized in a such a way that the backcnd application will 
search trough this table for recommend solutions 
5. Provided Solution Table 
»: This table will hold data about all the solution riven for each user 
for future back tracks. 
6. Unsolved Problem Table 
r This table will hold data about user who their problcrn has n( 1 been 
solved by the system uutomutically. 
r: This t,tlile will hold d;1!•1 tibrnl! user who 111 critical st: ~c or mind 
sl11 ic. 
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8. Geographic Location Table 
Y This table will hold data about :1\\ the lo .atiou information of 
Malaysia 
DATABASE STORAGE 
Access 2000 database wi 11 be used t.o manage tabl es, records, and product information. 
ActiveX Data Objects (ADO) and Active Server Pages (ASP) are the keys tool to 
manipulate data in Access 2000 to generate dynamic web pages for the Intranet 
Application. The following is the database general specifications. 
Attribute Maximum 
Microsoft Access database (.mdb) file 2 gigabytes. Total size is 
size limited only by available 
storage capacity. 
Number of objects in a database 32,768 
Modules (including forms and reports 1,000 
with the Has Module property set to 
True) 
Number of characters in an object name 64 
Number of characters in a password 14 
Number of characters in a user name or 20 
group name 
Number of concurrent users 255 
Interface Design 
interface design is the most crucial and important aspect that will carry the overall 
weight or this web-based counseling system. This is because, this web-based system will 
adapt to new approach ol' colour therapy to cvuluutc the user mind set. For this purpose, 
interface design will take concern about the usage of' colours. layout <lesion and 
nnimuliou in order not to disturb tile users uucruions. The interface also will be design in 
such u way to r .ducc lh • dowuloud time lo u 111<1ximu111 level. The fundnmcntal layc ur r 
the web-bus 'd ·ou11s1..:li111 system will bu base Iron: l Jr. IC I udccr lbrahccms research, 
which is colour theruphy. 
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The development of this web-based counseling S\Sh:111 ink1'1'~1L't' will be guideline 
by six major general human engineering (actors. which .irc: 
• The screen should he [onnntt« I so r/1r1r r/H' r riu ts f.\'J)('S of information, 
instructions, and 111e,1·.1op,es oh1'n.\'S Of)fJt' ir i11 tl. · sum' ,'<!. -neral display 
area. 
• The 11sc1· should u/11·m·1 he 1111·on' 0(11'11 11 to lo next 
• Use disp] ay at tri h 111 n S/)(ll'i11gl.11 
• Messages, ins/met ions, O/' irformation should be displayed long enough to 
a/Low the system user lo read them 
• Anticipate the errors that users might make 
• Defc111!1 valuesfot fields and answers to be entered by the user should be 
specified 
The interface design will avoid several deadly sin interface design, which are: 
• Extensive usage ofcomputerjargons 
• Usag« of'.1y11011ymsj(J1· same action such us t-Dt'!' and M()J)/1")' 
• Comp! ex I 011g11age s uch as NO'/' C '() !? 1u~·cr inst cod o/ I NC '() N /? i« "/' 
• Grcunmatica! e/'/'OI' which mig/11 confuse the user 
Design Methods 
We will use the very latest tcchnolo 'Yin designing L11e web-based counsel in' system. 
Following is a briefdescription ofthe major tools and languages we will use . 
. JavaScript 
l lTM I, is fairly restrictive, so we use .l;1v<1S .ript lo 1111 in the g<1ps Older browsers do not 
support much or today's technology, so we use JavaScript lo determine the visitor's 
browser type and then I rovidc only the supported lcaturcs. This enables us lo use the 
l<llCSl technology without creating problems for older browsers. 
Active Server Pages (Windows NT only) 
Active Scrwr l'<r 1cs is Mi ·rnsol't'.· server xidc scripting tool used l\) develop dynamic nn I 
inrcr.rcrivc co11klll sites. It is cx<Ictly wlwl's m:cdcd lo <itlrucl tile visitors <llld <ldvcrtiscrs 
~1(lc1llio11willl111, t1i111 o['buildi11g lhc dy11<1111ic website r<rpidly without ahandoni11~ 
'l11Tc11! ('(ii script.- or t'11.·to111 cu1npo11c11L·. 
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HTML 3.0 & 4.0 
We currently code Lo I ITML J 0 and 4.0 sL1mbr is ;rnd arc cuuuuilt .d to ·1 strict update 
policy, ensuring we slay on lop o lthis rapidly ckwl()pins Lrn~'Jl:1gc. Combined with our 
scripting, this ensures the Web-based couns ·ling sys! 'm take full advantage of the very 
I atcst a va i I a hie tech no logy. 
Cascading Style Shed 
Third generation website uses Cascading Style Sheet to produce a better-looking site. 
Cascading Style Sheet work in similar fashion. but it is more powerful and subtle at 
controlling web interface. We will use Cascading Style Sheet standards to enhance the 
web-based counseling system. 
Unique Artwork 
We will use and design graphics that are unique to our web-sites. We will create unique 
artwork and graphics for each layout, in theme with the particular area of business and to 
their specific requirements. 
Optimized Images 
We will minimize grnpliics size to accommodate bandwidth requirements. Because 
bandwidth is the enemy or all site designers it can cause a trade-off between image 
qualities and download Lime. We will reduce complex .raphics to small file sivcs, while 
maintaining the quality ofthe origina] images. This in return, the Web-based .ounsclin 1 
system wi 11 load faster. 
Program Design 
Web-based counseling system will consist of the following: 
web Based User Information 
View, delete and update user information, around-the-clock, around-the-globe. 
Web Based Counseling Methodology 
To develop vivid, colorful, up-lo-date counsclinu methodology and make it nvailablc 2-l 
hours a day To produce effective web h;1scd counseling methodology 
Web based Search Ad111i11istratio11 
Tu develop ·rn11prcl1c11si\' · sc;trclt c11gim: b:1s ·d 011 1w111c, description, or <tny other 
criicriu lo r .tricv · handle 1 u1111> .r, release s .hcdulcs, <t11cl oth T relevant inlornuuion 
instuntuucously. Users inloruuttiou can be easily modified through simple forms on the 
system n11cl inuncdiutcly sc11I (o all users. St<dT c<111 111<tkc n odi lic<1tions to the lorrns ;me! 
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database on the central server and from there reach al I users, 
Web based user management: 
Provide administrative functions lo ll1<111:1ge user dct:1ils :111d contu '{S. 
Solution Provider 
Provide administrative funct ions lo review sol lit ion gi\'cn und quick access to detailed 
descriptions lor each users stnne. 
Report.'! 
Provide extensive reports over the web for the staff. 
Printable Reports 
Provide simple and custom made forms lo print reports from the web page. 
Downloadable Reports into Excel CSV Format 
Provide administrative functions lo download reports into Excel CSV format for review. 
Help Desk/FAQ Application 
To develop sub module application and accommodate relevant answers for frequently 
asked questions. 
E-mail Notifications 
To provide email notification functions for each batch update and transaction. 
Admin Arca 
Provide a login menu so that adrnin can log in and use several functions provided 
What's New Arca 
Provide a bulletin board so user can receive news, memo and notification from different 
counselor. 
Web Security 
The Web-Based .ounscling System will provide relevant application security to prevent 
fraudulent access lo website. These include the proper method lo dllow re iistcr .d user. 
administrative functions lo prevent illegal access and logi11 to the systc111. 
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Chapter 5: Svstems Implementation 
Coding Objectives 
The coding step tr.mslatcs :1 dcl:1il design rcprcscuuuion ofsoftware into a program 
language real ization 
Choosing the Programming Language 
As a result, ASP (Active Server Pages) was chosen a language to develop this online 
hospital management system. 
,/ Tools to create application forms 
ASP is a database or in a more specific sense a ADO connectivity based 
application which that enables developers to access or input information in the 
database just by coding basic SQL (Sequential Query Language) commands as 
part ofthe codes and instils connectivity to database within commands in the 
forms. 
,/ Support Database Connectivity 
Database connectivity, is configured basically by selling up 01)1 C Connection 
which is part ofthe system 32 in Windows .ln this case /\SP application will n 't 
as a front-end tool for the users lo add, modify, delete and view the contents of' the 
database. 
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/ Tools to i.;cncrak tables 
/\SP helps a user integrate 1 llMl . (I lypcrtcxt 1\ lurk-up Language). which allows 
the programmer lo icncraic tables in 1 lTML i\1rrn. This can be done, by using 
/\SP pagcs.just by slipping in some 11Tl'v\L codes between the ASP codes. 
/ ~asicr t:o learn ASP compared to other powerful 'Web languages 
/\SP codes arc basically based basic SQL commands which can be used to access 
databases, commands that al lows you execute other commands and a few simple 
universal variables which you most programming languages have. For 
programmers who have done major application orientated languages like C or 
C++, maybe even web languages like Perl, ASP will be a piece of cake for them. 
Coding S~JJ/e 
Web pages or design is clone by using an "architectural approach that consist of three 
different layers which is the user interface layer, data layer <111d Ilic transaction layer. ;\ 
layered paradigm has many benefits that help meet objectives in application 
development. The following is a short list of these benefits: 
./ Maintainability 
Codes me organi1.ecl in recognized manner Task-Orientated cod· is .cntrully 
located 
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./ Rcusahility 
Task-Oriented cocks me easily dcvclopc i for reuse. specifically for tasks that 
cross application boundaries . 
./ Testability 
Modular can be tested casi ly. Modularisation breaks up the code coverage task 
into smaller, manageable units . 
./ Speed 
Modular codes can sagely be optimised without affecting the calling procedures. 
User Interface Layer 
The User Interface (Ul) layer is the only portion ofthe application responsive to 
user interaction. It is where all data is presented to the user via wine.low objects. The lJI 
layer is also there where <111 inputs or modifications lo a data arc made via window 
objects. The Ul layer includes all "event handlers" or "events". These me subroutines that 
arc called upon in response lo some user interaction (mouse click), during change in 
status of windows object (page resizing), or as callback procedures (SQI ,, faror). II ill so 
includes those I roccdurcs that either fill coulro ls with data or retrieve data [rorn controls. 
In short, the Ul layer performs the following: 
I. Displaying all application c.l<1la or information via window objects 
2. Responding to the chan 1ing sl<1tes of' window objects 
3. lnitiating <ill users request 
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Data Layer 
The data layer supplies all cL1t:1 to the l ll layer for dispt1~; in window objects and all 
Lo the data transaction layer. The clntu layer includes ~rny routine that will perform 
operations on an application's data. Its responsibilities should include operations such as 
the following: 
I. Validatin 1 the data in the structure. 
2. Formatting of' the data for display in the UI layer. 
3. Formatting ofthe data to be used in the transaction layer 
4. Sorting the data in arrays or structures 
5.3.3 Transaction layer 
The transaction layer uses the data layer as its application data repository and 
transfers or manipulates all data o and from an external data source. The transaction layer 
includes operations such HS the lollowin •: 
I. Initiation or building ofall queries 
2. I landling violation or external database access rules 
3. Jn control of all tran actioned logic 
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Program Optimisation 
Program optimisation is a process of improving the clficicncv ofthe system. Most 
wed design is a (iUl (Graphica! User Interface) bused npplication. the speed as which 
information appears on the screen often gives user a impression on how 'Nell the program 
will perform. Therefore, enhancement of speed in processing is advised to be 
implemented There <He two ways 10 enhance speed, the first is to increase the execution 
speed or the progra 111 a ncl I he second is to decrease the amount of memory the program 
needs Lo run. 
Increasing Execution Speed 
Some or the steps taken to increase the execution speed are as 
IOI lows: 
./ !\void using variant data types because they require additional internal program 
standards to identify Lile information being stored . 
./ Minimize the amount ofprogram initialisation. This makes the user perceive til<tt 
L11e program is running faster . 
./ Use imauc control whenever displaying bitrnap(DM P) images in the pro 1ra111 
Decreasing Program Size 
The steps taken lo reduce the pro iram size arc : 
./ Reviewing codes for unused variables, constant <me! "dead-code" llnd remove it 
1]·0111 the progr~1111 codes . 
./ /\ssigning the string varinhlc lo <1 vcro-lcngih string, if. it is no longer needed. 
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Chapter 6 : System T'cst"ing 
Software testing is :1 critic:1I ck111L'111 ,~t· Sl)tl\\':ll'l' quality 
assurance and represents the ultimate rcvicx n!'spccil'ic:1li\rn. design and coding. Rules 
that can serve well w.; testin 1 objectives .irc : 
../ Testing is a process ofexecuting n progrnrn with the intent of finding an error. 
../ !\good test case is one that has a high probal ility of finding a yet to be 
discovered error. 
../ /\ successful test is one that uncovers a yet to be discovered error. 
IS has undergone 3 three stages of testing before a system can 
be considered as a complete system. They are Unit Test, Integration Test and System 
Tcsl. 
Unit Tcstine b 
I listorically, quality software relics solely on tcstin 1 each 
function, module or class (especially in an object-orientated programmin 1). This practice 
is called Unit Testing. L3ut this procedure is extremely time consuming and labour 
intensive. Using the detail dcsi .n description <IS a nridc, important control pathx i11\.: 
tested lo uncover errors within the boundary ofthe module. The relative complexity of' 
tests and errors detected as a result is limited by the constrained scope established for unit 
testing. Unit testing is also referred to as module testing, <ind is usually performed by the 
software developer. 
For IS, LJ11it Testing is done duruu, codin 1 phase ;\l'tcr the 
source of module had been developed, reviewed and vcri lied for the corrects ntux. unit 
testing case is designed. The module is tested to ensure that it operates correctly. 
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Integration Test 
Testing ll xpcci lie tcnturc !Ogl'ther with other newly developed 
features is known as integration testing. Testing the interface of two components 
explorers how components internet with each other. Integration testing inspects the 
variables passed not only between (\;\IQ components, but also the global variables. This 
test phase assumes the components and the objects they manipulate have all passed their 
local unit tests. 
Prcviou: ly captured unit tests scripts can be combined to create 
a variety of' integration test cases, with minimal effort. For instance, a unit test script that 
tested an ADD function can be scheduled with other tests for DELETE and COPY to 
create an integration test of' the entire File Maintenance features with little framework. 
Incremental integration approach was applied during the 
development of' IS. IS was constructed and tested in small arguments, where errors were 
easier to iso lalc <lnd correct. l.rror will be corrected before proceeding lo the next 
integration. 
System Testing 
System testing is designed lo reveal bugs that ce11111ot be 
attributed lo individual component, or to the interaction among components and other 
objects. Systems tests studies all the concerns issue and behaviours that can only be 
exposed by testing (he entire integrated system or a major part of' it. System testing 
includes testing includes testing for performance, stress, security, accountability, 
confi iuration sensitivity, usability, data integrity, start-up and recovery. IS undergone 
three types olsystcm testing: 
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i) Security Testing 
Verily the protection 111cch<111is111 built into the \S thnt will protect it from 
improper penetration, 
ii) Integrity Test 
This is a test to make sure thnt when data is mauipulated , the most updated 
version is always stored back into the database 
iii) Stress Test 
This is to determine whether a program fulfils the requirements defined for it. 
It is equally important is to make sure that a program works as it should, even 
under extreme conditions. In order to perform Stress Test, executes IS in a 
manner that demands resources in abnormal quantity, frequency or volume, 
Validation Testing 
/\t the culmination or integration testing, sort ware is 
completely assembled us a pacl age, interfacing errors have been uncovered and 
corrected, and final series ofsoftware tests- validation testinR- may begin. Validation 
can be defined in many ways, but a simple (albeit harsh) definition is that validation 
succeeds when software functions in a manner that can be reasonably expected by the 
customer. Software validation is achieved through a series or black box tests thar 
demonstrate conformity requirements.A test plan outlines the classes oftests to be 
conducted and a test procedure defines specific Lest cases that will be used to demonstrate 
conformity with requirements, Both the plan and procedure me designed to ensure that all 
functional requirements arc attained, documentation is correct and, human-engineered 
and other requirements arc met 
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Chapter 7: Limitation and Future l~nhancc111cnt 
Generally, an Web Based Counselling system hnri achieve most of its basic 
objectives. I Iowcvcr, there is still some work rhar could be done to further enhance the 
system. These facts also reflect the constraints or limitations of an Web based 
Counselling Systems. Examples of a few future enhancements: 
./ More perspective and problems should be added with more options therefore 
users have better options to identify quickly their need . 
./ This Web Based Counselling Systems system should include more capacities, 
which allow other users not only the students to utilise the systems with more 
objectives and 2111swers . 
./ Should also a include an electronically generated prescription based on the 
counsellors solution ;.ind answers too.The special features that should be included 
in module for appointments arc: 
I. Complete set of printouts available. 
2. Able to search counselling database on extra information regarding on 
counselling terms like Dilemma; Conflict, Problems am! many others. 
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/ 111 addition, An Web b:1s .d Counscllinp system should be able to 
provide for more advanced ;in:llysis needed by the users . The data 
would definitely be of help in the area of research by the systems 
or the counsellors. In addition, it should also be able to provide for 
the comparison or users data. 
/ /\s the database grows bigger, yearly housekeeping would be an 
essential feature in the future Web based counselling system. This 
is because the records of those users who not visited the site for 
more than a few years should be printed out and kept in other 
database. This would help to prevent data corruption as bigger files 
lend lo be more easily corrupted in addition it helps to save the 
storage space and thus, increase the performance of the system. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusion 
ln conclusion, ;111 Web lbsl'd (\rnnsl'lins system is indeed a 
feasible system solution lor the counselling 01· gcnl'Lil for students in schools. colleges, 
universities and lcarnin 1 institutes, due to several reasons bclow : 
i) There arc many benefits that could be derived from a Web Based Counselling 
sys Lem. 
ii) These is basically an answer or some guidance for the users to retrieve some 
feedback and solution faster and easier without going for a long counselling 
sessions. IL provides guidelines and objective where users will feel free and 
com fortablc .. Therefore, there should be no problem of usingor learning how 
Lo go about with the system. 
iii) The availability o lcounscllcrs is not necessary due Lo this systems which 
could save the cost and time by hiring them where this systems could 
provide and lullfi] the Lask. 
I lowcvcr, computer utility in the counselling lick! should he 
considered as a contemporary effort and not as a final answers for the users as the 
systems could not produce or help the users fully as sometimes complex problems would 
occur. This systems should be considered JS aids rather that substitute Lo counsellors and 
teachers. 
Besides that, the development ofan these system has also been 
most beneficial lo me. I have successfully developed a comprehensive and feasible 
system within the given months lrorn July_()() I to /\u 1 :?.00 I. During this dcvcloprucnt 
period, I W<lS able lo apply tile knowledge I have gained and the theory learnt during 
lecturers. Furthermore, I have acquired the knowledge or Cl new programming language 
using the object orientated approach. In addition, I have also learned to be more 
independent, r .sourcclul <rnd confident. These values arc very important Ior our future. 
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About This Manual 
This manual will provide the uuidcs for the followiiu; .uc.i: 
• I lardwarc & Software l~equircrnc11ls 
• Compatibilities 
• Configuring Web l3ascd Counseling System 
• Tour Guide Through Web Based Counseling System 
Hardware & Software Requirements 
Hardware Requirements 
Listed below arc the 1111 11murn hardware requirements to run the web based counseling 
system: 
• Pentium 133 Mb. or Above (Runs well in !IMO processor also) 
• Minimum 16Mf3 R!\M 
• Other Basic requirement or· desktop computer 
Software Requirements 
Web Based Counseling System runs well in: 
• Windows 98 Second Edition - Operating System 
• Internet I ~xplorer 4 & Netscape 4 & Above - Browser ( * Weh Baset! Counseling Is 
Nor IJ1·011'sC'I" IJe/)(!11do11f) 
• Personal Wcl Server 
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Test Your Observation 
• This section will examine users degree of observation. 
Illusion 
• This section is a imitation of meditation techniques which lead the user to a certain degree of 
concentration. 
Motivation 
• This section is basically, a PowerPoint presentation which presented in eye catching method 
to motivate the user. 
Relax 
• This section will provide a tongue twister text that will entertain the user and indirectly will 
recorded the text to his sub conscious mind. This is wonderful psychology mixed text that 
carries a lot of meaning. 
Bored 
• Here, user can relax their mind with a wonderful flash game. 
Post Your Queries 
• Herc, the user can post their suggestion to the wcbmaster. 
Log Out 
• The user will be Jogged out from web based counseling system. 
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r!j Untitled Document· Microsoft Internet Explorer l!lfa f3 
@.') 
Refresh 
G:J 
Home 
~ 
Searoh Ma.ii ·-~~--1 a I~ Go I J Li'lks » 
» llJ 
Fl!vtdecs 
¢:' .... 
Back fo1w1;1d 
J Ai;ldreti I@ hUp:I /kiruban/index. asp 
J YI ~ cJ.~~L:::~~ptihg ;o conne;to- Yohool ... 
HI I, 
Stop 
Your Profile 
E.ersooalit;t..Tuat 
Seven GQod Habi.tB 
Tu.st ¥'.our Obsi:,rvflti.QD. 
llh.Jsions 
Motivation 
Post yayr queries 
This is the main page displayed when user login. Left hand side frame is the navigation bar from one 
module to the another. Below are the explanation for each module: 
Your Profile 
• ls where user can edit their own profile and change their login password. 
Personality Test 
• In this module, there are three section which is divided to "Colour Test", "Temperant" and 
"Quiz". All this section is a proven psychological test that should be carried out by user in 
order for the system to understand the user characteristic and their belief system. 
Seven Good Hnhits 
• A text base tips for proven successful habits that can be practiced in everyday life. 
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Tour Guide Through Web Based Counseling System 
J Eile Edit ~iew F J!JVoriles I cols ti alp 
I I ~ 
; 8;id1 f-u1'11J1d Stop 
J A~dres$ j~ h~p:/JkirubanJ 
J ~. <~ q I 
[fl 
Refresh 
- 
Gil Home Mail 
·----------------=o:J 8G~ ~Links » 
Search Fav01Kes History 
UNDERSTAND YOUR PERSONALITY 
.~ Local inlranet 
This is the startup screen of web based counseling system. Registered user can login using their 
login name and the password. for new user, they have registered themselves using "Signup Now" 
menu from the startup screen. Aller a successful login, user will brought to the main page as shown 
in below. 
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To Launch Web Based Counseling: 
1. Just point your cursor as shown below. The URL varies from computer to 
computer. Click the URL displayed and it will launch web based 
counseling. 
:I' Personal \l/eb Manager !llii E3 
Main 
Main 
Publish 
Web Site 
Tour 
Advanced 
Publishing--------------1----=--=---~==-==1 
Web publishing is on. Your home page is available al: 
hllp:l/kiruban------------ 
[::: J~~:~:::::::JI Click Stop to make the items on your site unavailable. 
Your home directory C:\lnetpub\wwwroot\Persona!ilv 
(To change published directories, click "Advanced" in the list on the left.) 
Vieyt Statistics: 
Monitoring---.......,.--=:----:::-----------------------,, 
Active connections: 0 
Ii Started at 1 0: 01 AM on 
9/14/01 
jAequests per Day 
Visitors: 0 
Requests: 0 
,, Bytes served: 0 
Most concurrent connections: 0 
Days 
0 
2. Default browser will open and display the web based counseling system. 
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2. Click "Advanced" menu 
Below is the screen appear when .. Ach anced" menu is clicked 
E'' uu •an•t11 twm:a11t1tttn I dolxl 
Eropertie• Ylew .,.2 .t:i=:e~lp:'.---------------------~-----------il 
Adva:r1ceid Options 
8dd. .. 
H 
~. / _priv...,ln 
HU /_vtLbin 
I I vtLadm L.ii. /_vtLllut 
/_vti_cnf 
· U /_vtUoo 
U I_ vtLpvt 
I ... . I_ vtLscript · e... I_ vtLt~t 
J;;.dit Properties... I 
~I 
P ... blish 
Web Site 
P Enllble Defll..,lt Document 
Tour 
Q.ef .,ult D ocument(s ): j default. htm,def ault. osp,D ef ault. asp 
Advonced 
I Allow Directory Bro!t>!aing 
I Save Web SiteActivit,y,L.og 
3. Click "Edit Properties" 
Below is the screen appear when "Edit Properties" menu is clicked 
Edit Directorv · 13 
Qirectory: j C: \I netpub \wwwroot\Personality 
81ias: j .Hurw) 
ftrowse ... 
P E1:1ecute P licripts 
l ~·---o_K _ ~I c_an_ce_l__, 
4. Click the "Browse" button and locate where you copied the personality 
folder in your hard drive. 
5. Please checked the "Enable Default Document" 
6. In "Default Docurnents(s)" text box, please type, "default. asp" in the text 
box, if it not listed there. 
7. Finally, just start button from the Main document from the Personal Web 
Server. Now personal web server is successfully configured. 
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Configuring Web Based Counseling System 
List below is a simple procedure to configure web based counseling system: 
1. Insert the CD labeled "Web Based Counseling" into your cd drive 
2. Copy the folder named "Personality" from the CD labeled "Web 
Based Counseling" 
3. Paste the ''Personality" folder into any hard drive. 
After the above process, we have to configure personal web server (PWS). Below are 
the procedures to configure personal web server to run web based counseling system: 
( "Remark: Assume that, personal web server is running in your computer) 
J. Start Your Personal Web Server 
Below is the screen appear when PWS is started 
~Personal Web Manager l!llil\ 13 
Main 
Publiih 
Web Site 
Tour 
<~~I 
----·· -------- Main ·Publishing-·· 
Web publishing is on. Your home page is available at: 
bttp;//ki!Ub:S!'.) 
[:::::::§I§R:::::::]J Click Stop to make the items on your site unavailable. 
Your home directory i;·)lpct1wb~Y'l'6\fQQt\P~rwon~~ 
(T 0 change published directories, click ''Advanced'' in the list on the left.} 
Active col'lnections: 0 
Started "9t 10:01 AM on 
9114101 
Vi;itors: 0 
Requ"'~ts: 0 
Byt~ $0.1<¢Cd: 0 
Moel oonou11(!1nt eC1nnec\lons: 0 
0 
jAequestt~ per Day 
0 
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Compatibilities 
Web Based Counseling System has been tested in different platform of operating 
system. Below are the results of test conducted. 
Operating System I WEB BASED COUNSELING SYSTEM 
Browser Compatible Not Compatible Not Tested 
Windows 95 ../ 
(Requires TO Configure PWS) 
Windows 98 Second Edition ../ 
(Requires TO Configure PWS) 
Windows Millennium ../ 
(Requires TO Configure PWS) 
WindowsNT4 ../ 
(Requires TO Configure llS) 
Windows 2000 ../ 
(Requires TO Configure llS) 
Windows XP If ornc Edition ../ . 
(32 Bit) - Beta version 2 
(Requires TO Configure llS) 
Windows XP Home Edition ../ 
(64 Bit) - Beta version 2 
(Requires TO Configure llS) 
Internet Explorer 4 To ../ 
Internet Explorer 6 
Netscape 4 To Netscape 6 ../ 
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Reference 
In order Lo accomplish this project, the references (\i;1t we hnd rclcrrc i l\'l nrc ns stat .d 
below: - 
Web-Sites 
u www.counscl Ii ng.org.sg/ 
u www.sun i nk.com/counscl Ii ng/homc hi rn I 
o www.Zpysch.corn/ 
Books 
u New Therapy Magazines by_Or. Michael Yapko 
o 13reaking The cycle of' Depression by Ivan Tyrrell 
u In search of' Solutions by William O'Hanlon and Michele Weiner-Davis 
u l3au le for tile Mind l y William Sargant 
u Software l~ngi11ccring by Dr.Sclltqian (University Malaya) 
Consultant 
u Mr. /\. Sivasubramaniam 
u G. Surya Moorthi 
u Prof. Clill Jack Man 
u Wchtrcnt Tcchuolo 'Y(http://www.\\L'htn.:11Lciin.my 
u Tc: .n .c l .nu 
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